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AbstractIn this paper, we examine the relationships between beliefs, goals, and intentions.In particular, we consider the formalization of the Asymmetry Thesis as proposed byBratman [1987]. We argue that the semantic characterization of this principle deter-mines if the resulting logic is capable of handling other important problems, such asthe side-e�ect problem of belief-goal-intention interaction. While Cohen and Levesque's[1990] formalization faithfully models some aspects of the asymmetry thesis, it does notsolve all the side-e�ect problems; on the other hand the formalization provided by Raoand George� [1991] solves all the side-e�ect problems, but only models a weak form ofthe asymmetry thesis. In this paper, we combine the intuition behind both these ap-proaches and provide a semantic account of the asymmetry thesis, in both linear-timeand branching-time logics, for solving many of these problems.



1 IntroductionFormalizations of intentions and their relationships with other propositional attitudes such asbeliefs and goals have received increased attention in recent years [Cohen and Levesque, 1990;Konolige and Pollack, 1990; Werner, 1990; Rao and George�, 1991; Konolige, 1991]. Someof these formalizations have been inuenced by the philosophical work of Bratman [1987].He argues, convincingly, that intentions involve a characteristic form of commitment, play adistinct role in practical reasoning, and are not reducible to beliefs and desires (or goals).According to Bratman, it is irrational for an agent to intend to do an act a and at thesame time believe that he will not do a. However, it is rational for him to intend to do a andnot believe that he will do a. In other words, it is irrational for an agent to have beliefs thatare inconsistent with his intentions, but perfectly rational to have incomplete beliefs abouthis intentions. Bratman refers to these two principles of intention-belief consistency andintention-belief incompleteness as the asymmetry thesis. One can also extend the asymmetrythesis to the relationship between intentions and goals, and goals and beliefs. Thus, itis reasonable to require a rational agent to have intention-goal consistency and goal-beliefconsistency, but allow intention-goal incompleteness and goal-belief incompleteness.The way in which the relationships between beliefs, goals, and intentions are captured canhave a signi�cant impact on the design of a rational agent. In particular, if not representedproperly, it can lead to the side-e�ect problem and the transference problem. The side-e�ectproblem has received a great deal of attention in the literature [Allen, 1990; Bratman, 1987;Cohen and Levesque, 1990; Konolige and Pollack, 1990; Rao and George�, 1991; Konolige,1991]. It can be stated as follows: an agent who intends to do a should not be forced to intendto do b, no matter how strongly he believes that doing a will force him to do b. Bratman[1987] provides the example of a strategic bomber1 who intends to bomb a munitions factoryand also believes that doing so would kill all the children in a nearby school. In this case,one can argue that the strategic bomber does not intend to kill the children in the schoolbut brings it about as a side-e�ect of bombing the munitions factory. The same principleextends to the relationship between goals and beliefs.A related problem is the problem of transference. An agent who believes that the formula� will be inevitably true some time in the future should not be forced to have a goal to achieve� nor be forced to intend it. For example, an agent believing that \it is inevitable that thesun will rise in the east tomorrow morning" should not be required to have this condition asa goal nor to intend it.Cohen and Levesque [1990] were the �rst to formalize some of these ideas. They present apossible-worlds model for beliefs and goals. Each possible world is a time-line representing asequence of events, temporally extended in�nitely into the past and the future. Formulas areevaluated with respect to a given world and an index into the course of events de�ning theworld. Accessibility relations B and G are relations between the world at an index to a setof worlds or courses of events. These worlds are called belief-accessible and goal-accessibleworlds, respectively. Intuitively, an agent believes a proposition in a world at a particularindex if and only if the proposition is satis�ed in all the belief-accessible worlds. A similarrelationship holds between goals and goal-accessible worlds.In the Cohen{Levesque formalism, one would intuitively expect the goal-accessible worldsto be some subset of the agent's belief-accessible worlds. This constraint, called realism byCohen and Levesque [1990], ensures that the worlds chosen by an agent are not ruled out1A more sensitive reader can consider the example of a person intending to water rose plants, withoutintending to water the weeds at the base of the rose plants, even though he strongly believes that wateringthe rose plants will result in watering the weeds. 1



by his beliefs. This constraint also realises some aspects of Bratman's asymmetry thesis.However, as we shall see later, it also leads to certain problems concerning the side e�ectsof actions (as observed by Cohen and Levesque [1990] and Allen [1990]). Additionally, it isunsatisfactory in that any beliefs about the future thereby become adopted as goals.Elsewhere [Rao and George�, 1991], we have provided an alternative possible-worldsformalism where each world is a branching-time structure with a single past and multiplefutures. Accessibility relations B, G, and I are used to represent the beliefs, goals, andintentions of the agent, respectively.As with Cohen and Levesque's formalism, each possible world represents, according tothe agent, the way the world could turn out to be. However, it di�ers in that the brancheswithin each of these possible worlds represent the choice available to the agent in determiningwhat actions to perform. Thus the formalism distinguishes between the choice available tothe agent (represented by the branching structure within each possible world) and the chance(or lack of knowledge of the agent) concerning in which world he is possibly situated.In our approach, the notion of realism is captured by requiring that for every belief-accessible world there exists a goal-accessible world that is a sub-world of that belief-accessible world. However, there can be goal-accessible worlds that do not have correspond-ing belief-accessible worlds. A similar relationship holds between goal-accessible worlds andintention-accessible worlds. Thus, moving from belief to goal to intention worlds amounts tosuccessively pruning the paths of the time tree; intuitively, to making increasingly selectivechoices about one's future actions.Thus stated, this property turns out to be a somewhat stronger notion of realism thanthat used by Cohen and Levesque. It essentially states that an agent can only have a goaltowards some proposition if he believes that, no matter how the world turns out, he hasthe option of eventually achieving that goal. While the agent may contemplate possiblefailure along the way, he believes that he can eventually recover from such failures andultimately achieve his goals. A similar constraint applies to the relationship between goalsand intentions. This restriction on goals and intentions is desirable when one wants toensure that a system (agent) will only adopt goals or intentions towards ends over whichit has control. However, it is too strong for modeling rational agents. We thus call thisconstraint strong realism [Rao and George�, 1991].The realism constraint for linear-time intention logic proposed by Cohen and Levesquecan be weakened to a constraint that requires only that the intersection of belief and goal-accessible worlds be non-empty, i.e. there is at least one world common to the belief andgoal-accessible worlds. We shall call this the weak-realism constraint for linear-time intentionlogic.Similarly, we can weaken the strong-realism constraint for branching-time intention logicto a weak-realism constraint. In particular, instead of requiring that for every belief-accessible world there exists a corresponding goal-accessible world, we simply require thatthere exists at least one belief-accessible world with a corresponding goal-accessible world(as before, this goal-accessible world must be a sub-world of the belief-accessible world).In this paper, we shall show that, although the weak-realism constraint appears extremelyweak and inadequate, it is all that is needed to satisfy all aspects of the asymmetry thesisand to avoid the side-e�ect and transference problems. We also show that, by adding thissemantic constraint to the formalism proposed by Cohen and Levesque, some of the strongerside-e�ect problems in their logic can be avoided. However, even with this semantic con-straint, the strong case of side-e�ects between intentions and goals cannot be avoided. Ifintentions are de�ned as basic entities, irreducible to the other basic attitudes of belief anddesire, this side-e�ect can also be avoided. 2



2 Belief-Goal-Intention InteractionIn this section, we formally de�ne some of the properties discussed above. We characterisethese principles for linear-time intention logics. Although we provide a language for ex-pressing these principles and also talk about satis�ability or validity of these principles withrespect to a model, we do not provide a speci�c model in this section. In other words, anymodel (be it possible-worlds [Cohen and Levesque, 1990; Rao and George�, 1991], situation-semantics [Werner, 1990] or representationalist [Konolige and Pollack, 1990]) has to satisfyat least these principles. In later sections we shall examine speci�c models.The language we use to capture these properties for any linear-time model is as follows.2BEL(�), GOAL(�), and INTEND(�) denote the belief, goal, and intention in �, where � isa �rst-order formula.3 In addition to the above, temporal formulas 2� (always) and 3�(sometimes) are also de�ned.Asymmetry ThesisBratman argues that it is irrational for an agent to intend do an action and also believe thathe will not do it. Thus he does not allow intention-belief inconsistency (BI-ICN). On theother hand, he does allow a rational agent to intend to do an action but not believe that hewill do it. Thus intention-belief incompleteness (BI-ICM) is allowed. These two principlesput together is called the Asymmetry thesis. More formally,(BI-ICN) 6j= INTEND(�) ^ BEL(:�)(BI-ICM) there exists a model M such that M j= INTEND(�) ^ :BEL(�).The asymmetry thesis can be extended to hold between intentions and goals, and goalsand beliefs as well. That is we must not allow intention-goal (GI-ICN) and goal-beliefinconsistency (BG-ICN), whereas we should allow intention-goal (GI-ICM) and goal-beliefincompleteness (BG-ICM).Side-E�ect-Free PrincipleThe belief-intention side-e�ect-free principle states that, if an agent intends �, he shouldnot be forced to intend a side-e�ect  , no matter how strong the belief about � �  . Asdescribed by Cohen and Levesque, the strength of the belief could be either one of thefollowing:4 BEL(� �  ), BEL(2(� �  )), or 2BEL(2(� �  )). The strongest side-e�ect-freeprinciple is stated as:(BI-SE3) there exists a model M such thatM j= INTEND(�) ^ 2BEL(2(� �  )) ^ :INTEND( ).Substituting the second conjunct of BI-SE3 by the weaker forms of beliefs, yields BI-SE1and BI-SE2. The side-e�ect problem exists, not only between intentions and beliefs, but alsobetween intentions and goals, and goals and beliefs. Thus analogous to (BI-SE1) { (BI-SE3),we have (GI-SE1) { (GI-SE3) and (BG-SE1) { (BG-SE3).2The language we use here is essentially that of Cohen and Levesque [1990] with some additions from[Rao and George�, 1991]. However, we do not require beliefs, goals, and intentions to be treated as modaloperators in this section.3For the sake of simplicity we have dropped the agent argument from all these propositional attitudes.4In reality, there are nine di�erent cases, namely BEL(), BEL(3), BEL(2) 3BEL(), 3BEL(3),3BEL(2), 2BEL(), 2BEL(3), 2BEL(2), where  is � �  .3



Non-Transference PrincipleOne aspect of the non-transference principle states that no matter how strongly an agentbelieves in a proposition, he should not be forced to adopt it as a goal. This non-transferenceprinciple can be stated as follows:(BG-NT) there exists a model M such that M j= BEL(�) ^ :GOAL(�).This transference problem exists, not only between beliefs and goals, but also between goalsand intentions and beliefs and intentions. Thus analogous to (BG-NT), we have (GI-NT)and (BI-NT).A rational agent is one who satis�es all the above principles. More formally,Proposition 1 : The necessary conditions for an agent to be called rational are as follows:(a) the asymmetry thesis principles BI-ICN, BG-ICN, and GI-ICN regarding consistencyand BI-ICM, BG-ICM, and GI-ICM regarding incompleteness are satis�ed;(b) all the side-e�ect-free principles BI-SE1 { BI-SE3, BG-SE1 { BG-SE3, and GI-SE1{ GI-SE3 are satis�ed; and(c) all the non-transference principles BI-NT, BG-NT, and GI-NT are satis�ed.3 Linear-Time Intention LogicIn this section we present a linear-time intention logic which has all the desirable propertiesof Proposition 1. We take Cohen and Levesque's [1990] logic as the starting point for ourlogic and make two major modi�cations: (a) in addition to the accessibility relations Band G for beliefs and goals, we introduce the relation I for intentions; and (b) insteadof the realism constraint between belief-accessible and goal-accessible worlds, we introducethe weak-realism constraint between belief- and goal-, goal- and intention-, and belief- andintention- accessible worlds.Similar to Cohen and Levesque's logic, we consider a possible-worlds model where eachpossible world is a sequence of events, temporally extended in�nitely in past and future.Formulas are evaluated with respect to an interpretationM , a variable assignment v, a givenworld w, and an index t into the course of events de�ning the world. The interpretationM isa fairly standard possible worlds structure with accessibility relations B, G and I that map aworld at an index to a set of worlds. We use Bwt to denote the set of belief-accessible worldsfrom world w and index t, i.e., Bwt = f w0 j <w, t>Bw0g. The sets Gwt and Iwt are de�nedlikewise. Except for intentions, our semantics is identical to that of Cohen and Levesque.While Cohen and Levesque de�ne intentions in terms of persistent goals, we de�ne intentionsin the same way as beliefs and goals, using the intention-accessibility relation I.The weak-realism constraint (WC) requires that there be at least one world common tobelief- and goal-accessible worlds, and similarly for belief- and intention-accessible worldsand goal- and intention-accessible worlds. More formally,(WC-BG) Gwt \ Bwt 6= ; (i.e., G \ B 6= ;)(WC-GI) Iwt \ Gwt 6= ; (i.e., I \ G 6= ;)(WC-BI) Iwt \ Bwt 6= ; (i.e., I \ B 6= ;).The above semantic constraints correspond to the following weak-realism axioms (WA):(WA-BG) j= GOAL(�) � :BEL(:�)(WA-GI) j= INTEND(�) � :GOAL(:�)(WA-BI) j= INTEND(�) � :BEL(:�). 4
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b m ⊃ k cb m ⊃ k c b m ⊃ k cFigure 1: Weak Realism between Belief-Accessible and Goal-Accessible WorldsThe weak-realism axiom WA-BG states that if an agent has the goal � then he will notbelieve in the negation of �. If the formula � is 3p then the above axiom states that ifthe agent has chosen the goal to achieve p in the future then he will not believe that it isimpossible to achieve p.One can impose a somewhat stronger constraint; namely, that there be at least one worldthat is common to belief-, goal-, and intention-accessible worlds. Formally, this translatesto B \ G \ I 6= ;. This stronger constraint implies the above weak-realism constraints butnot vice versa.The semantic constraint of weak-realism is shown in Figure 1 for the strategic bomberexample. Note that we have two belief-accessible worlds and two goal-accessible worlds, butonly one world is both belief- and goal-accessible. The agent in world w at index t believesalways that bombing the munitions factory (bm) will result in killing the children (kc), i.e.BEL(2(bm � kc)) is satis�able in w at t. Also, the agent has the goal to eventually bomb themunitions factory, i.e., GOAL(3bm) is satis�able in w at t. However, the formula GOAL(2(bm� kc)) is not satis�able because there is a goal-accessible world that is not a belief-accessibleworld. Intuitively, the goal-accessible worlds which are not belief-accessible worlds are thosepossible worlds that may turn out to be the real world but are not strong enough to beconsidered as belief-accessible worlds. For example, the strategic bomber may consider thepossibility of the children being moved from the school in which case the implication willnot hold [Bratman, 1987]. However, this possibility is not strong enough for him to considerit to be a belief-accessible world. On the other hand, if such a scenario did arise (namely,the children being moved from the school), he would still like to bomb the munitions factoryand hence makes it one of his goal-accessible worlds.To summarise, we shall adopt the following set of axioms and inference rules for our logic:(a) weak-S5 (or KD45) axioms and belief-necessitation inference rule for beliefs; (b) K andD axioms and goal-necessitation inference rule for goals; (c) K and D axioms and intention-necessitation inference rule for intentions; (d) S5 (or KT45) axioms and 2-necessitationinference rule for 2; and (e) the three weak-realism axioms (WA-BG, WA-BI, WA-GI) con-necting beliefs, goals, and intentions. The class of models which correspond to the aboveaxiom system can be easily constructed. Apart from the standard constraints on belief,goal, and intention relations (e.g., serial, transitive, and euclidean for B, and serial for Gand I) we also have the three weak-realism constraints mentioned above. We shall referto the Linear-Time Intention Logic with the above axiom system and class of models as5



LITIL-W-BGI.5Now we want to show that LITIL-W-BGI satis�es Proposition 1. The various incon-sistency properties of beliefs, goals, and intentions are reformulations of the weak-realismaxioms. The incompleteness principles and di�erent versions of the non-transference prin-ciples hold because each relation is not a subset of any other relation. For example, theintention-belief incompleteness principle holds because (a) there exists a model where allintention-accessible worlds satisfy � and (b) there is a belief-accessible world which is notan intention-accessible world in which � is not satis�ed. The non-transference principle isessentially the reverse of this; by substituting intentions with beliefs and vice versa in theabove argument we can show that belief-intention transference does not arise.The di�erent versions of the side-e�ect-free principles are satis�ed for the same reasonas the non-transference principles. Consider the case of the intention-belief side-e�ect-freeprinciple BI-SE2. No matter how strong the beliefs of an agent are, one can postulate anintention-accessible world where � is true but � �  is false, and hence the agent does notintend  . A similar argument holds for the side-e�ect-free principles involving the otherpropositional attitudes.In the case of the strategic bomber, the agent is not required to have the goal that it isalways the case that bombing the munitions factory will result in the children being killed,even though he might have such a belief. Therefore, the agent is not forced to have the goalthat eventually the children will be killed nor is he forced to intend to kill the children.Note that the above line of reasoning does not appeal to possible changes of belief andhence can be applied to the stronger version, namely the BI-SE3 principle. This is illustratedin the following example by Allen [1990]. Consider an agent who, for the sake of winning abet, intends to drink a full bottle of wine within the next �ve minutes and always believesthat it is always true that drinking for �ve minutes will cause him to get drunk. By asimilar line of reasoning to that above, the agent can intend to drink the entire bottle ofwine without intending to get drunk. Thus having intended the primary action the agentis not forced to intend one of its side-e�ects no matter how strong his beliefs about theseside-e�ects. These results are summarised in Figure 3. The symbols Y and N denote thesatisfaction and non-satisfaction of the principles, respectively.4 Other Linear-Time Intention LogicsIn this section we consider two other linear-time intention logics { Cohen and Levesque'slogic, and a modi�ed version of Cohen and Levesque's logic with the weak-realism constraintbetween beliefs and goals.Using beliefs, goals, and actions as basic entities, Cohen and Levesque [1990] de�ne thenotion of persistent goals and intentions. An agent has a persistent goal or PGOAL(�) if andonly if the agent currently believes :�, has the goal to eventually make � true, and maintainsthis goal until he either comes to believe in � or comes to believe that � is impossible. Theycapture the notion of intention as a special type of persistent goal. More speci�cally, anagent intends an action a if and only if he has a persistent goal to have done the actiona and, until he has done it, maintains his belief that he is doing it. Although the abovenotion of intention is based on a fanatical commitment by the agent, Cohen and Levesquealso de�ne other notions of intention based on less severe forms of commitment, namely,relativized commitment. For the purposes of this paper, however, we shall not be concerned5W indicates weak-realism and BGI indicates that there are independent relations for Beliefs, Goals, andIntentions. 6
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Figure 2: Realism between Belief-Accessible and Goal-Accessible Worldswith these di�erences. Our primary concern here is to examine the constraints imposed onbeliefs and goals, and see how these a�ect the properties discussed earlier.As they de�ne persistent goals and intentions in terms of the beliefs, goals, and actionsof the agent, Cohen and Levesque have only two relations: the belief-accessibility relationB and the goal-accessibility relation G. The realism constraint (RC) and its correspondingaxiom (RA) (Proposition 3.26 of [Cohen and Levesque, 1990]) between beliefs and goals areas follows:(RC-BG) Gwt � Bwt (i.e., G � B)(RA-BG) j= BEL(�) � GOAL(�).The axiom states that if an agent believes in � he also has it as a goal. In other words,if � is taken to be 3p, the axiom states that, if the agent believes that eventually p will betrue, he will adopt it as a goal. Note that the realism axiom implies the weak-realism axiombut not vice versa.6The object of an intention as de�ned by Cohen and Levesque can only be an actionformula. However, as intentions are just a special type of persistent goal and the object of apersistent goal can be a well-formed formula, we shall treat PGOAL(�) as being synonymouswith INTEND(�) as discussed in Section 2. Hence, we shall consider all the properties ofSection 2 with INTEND substituted by PGOAL.We shall refer to Cohen and Levesque's logic as LITIL-R-BG. A summary of some of theimportant properties satis�ed by LITIL-R-BG are shown in Figure 3. All the incompletenessprinciples are satis�ed by LITIL-R-BG. They follow directly from the realism axiom and thede�nition of persistent goals. As shown in Figure 3, the belief-goal inconsistency principle issatis�ed by LITIL-R-BG, but the goal-intention and belief-intention inconsistency principlesare not satis�ed. This is because, by the de�nition of persistent goals, if the agent has apersistent goal towards �, he believes in :�. (Consequently, by the realism axiom, he musthave the goal that :�.) However, this should not be viewed as a problem that needs to be�xed; it is a consequence of their de�nition of persistent goals.The results for the non-transference principles are exactly the opposite and are given inFigure 3. The realism axiom forces belief-goal transference. However, as Cohen and Levesquenote, the agent may adopt the goal while reluctantly believing that, if he comes to changehis beliefs about the inevitability of � in the future, he might drop the goal. The lack of a6From the realism axiom BEL(:�) � GOAL(:�) and the D-axiom GOAL(:�) � :GOAL(�), we haveBEL(:�) � :GOAL(�). Taking the contrapositive of this, we obtain the weak-realism axiom GOAL(�) �:BEL(:�). 7



similar axiom between goals and persistent goals avoids goal-intention and belief-intentiontransference.We illustrate the side-e�ect-free principle for LITIL-R-BG using the strategic bomberexample as shown in Figure 2. As before, the formulas BEL(2(bm � kc)) and GOAL(3bm)are satis�able in w at t. The realism constraint requires that all goal-accessible worlds bebelief-accessible, which forces GOAL(2(bm� kc)) also to be satis�able. However, the bomberneed not have the goal to kill the children because at the next time point (or some time inthe future before he bombs the munitions factory) he can change his beliefs such that theimplication does not hold. Consequently, he also need not intend to kill the children. Thusboth BG-SE2 and BI-SE2 principles are satis�ed. However, as noted by Cohen and Levesque[1990] and Allen [1990], the same reasoning does not apply to the stronger SE3 principlesfor non-trivial cases.A similar result holds for the side-e�ects involving intentions and goals, i.e., GI-SE1and GI-SE2 are satis�ed, but GI-SE3 is not satis�ed. As beliefs imply goals, all three side-e�ect problems involving goals and beliefs exist, i.e., BG-SE1, BG-SE2, and BG-SE3 are notsatis�ed. A summary of the strongest form of the side-e�ect-free principles, namely SE3, isshown in Figure 3. The table considers only the non-trivial cases of the SE3 principle; thetrivial cases of SE3 are satis�ed by all the logics.Next we consider Cohen and Levesque's logic with the realism constraint replaced bythe weak-realism constraint. We shall refer to this logic as LITIL-W-BG. The propertiessatis�ed by LITIL-W-BG are summarised in Figure 3. The important points to note arethat LITIL-W-BG does not su�er from belief-goal transference nor does it have belief-goalor belief-intention side-e�ect problems. The same line of reasoning as in Section 3 can beapplied to prove these results. Note that the intention-goal side-e�ect problem remainsin LITIL-W-BG. This is because intentions are de�ned in terms of beliefs and goals. Thismanifests itself when we consider the side-e�ect-free principles regarding intentions and goals.We cannot use the same reasoning as above to solve the strong case of intention-goal side-e�ect problem GI-SE3 and we still have to appeal to the change in goals from one time pointto another to solve the weaker intention-goal side-e�ect problem GI-SE2.While the desirability of the GI-SE3 principle may be debatable, we have provided theconstraint WC-GI that satis�es this principle. One can either adopt this constraint or notindependent of whether one wants to introduce intentions as basic entities or de�ne them interms of beliefs and goals.However, we believe that the intention relation plays an important role in means-endreasoning. In essence, the goals of an agent represent his pro-attitudes and his intentionsrepresent the re�nement of these goals into realizable means (or conduct-controlling pro-attitudes [Bratman, 1987]). In particular, this distinction allows an agent to maintain hisgoals, even if his intentions towards the means for achieving these goals fail. If intentionsare de�ned in terms of goals, such means-end reasoning is not transparent and can only becaptured by resorting to various book-keeping mechanisms.5 Branching-Time Intention LogicThe language we use for branching-time intention logic is a CTL� [Emerson and Srinivasan,1989] branching-time logic within a possible-worlds framework (see [Rao and George�, 1991]for more details). In addition to the operators of linear-time intention logic, the branching-time logic has two additional operators: inevitable(�), meaning that in all future paths � istrue; and optional(�), meaning that in at least one future path � is true. Well-formed formulasthat contain no positive occurrences of inevitable (or negative occurrences of optional) outside8



Logic ICN Principle ICM Principle SE3 Principle NT PrincipleBG GI BI BG GI BI BG GI BI BG GI BILITIL-W-BGI Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y YLITIL-R-BG Y N N Y Y Y N N N N Y YLITIL-W-BG Y N N Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y YFigure 3: Principles satis�ed by Linear-Time Logicsthe scope of belief, goal, or modal operators will be called O-formulas and will be denotedby �.An ideal theory of rational agency, in the case of branching-time intention logic, shouldalso satisfy Proposition 1, namely, the asymmetry thesis, side-e�ect-free and non-transferenceprinciples.Now we briey describe the strong-realism constraint introduced elsewhere [Rao andGeorge�, 1991]. First, we de�ne the notion of a sub-world. Intuitively, a sub-world is asub-tree of a given world with the same truth assignment and accessibility relations. Moreformally, we say that w0 is a sub-world of w, denoted by w0 v w, i� (a) the index pointsof w0 are a subset of the index points of w; (b) the same events occur between two indexpoints in w0 and w; (c) the assignment of truth values for predicate symbols for w0 and ware identical; and (d) the accessibility relations for w0 and w are also identical. Sometimes,we shall also say that w is a super-world of w0. The strong-realism constraint (SC) (betweenbelief and goal-accessible worlds) requires that for every belief-accessible world there exists agoal-accessible world that is a sub-world of the belief-accessible world. A similar constraintholds for goal- and intention-accessible worlds.(SC-BG) 8w0 2 Bwt 9w00 2 Gwt such that w00 v w0 (denoted by Bwt �super Gwt )(SC-GI) Gwt �super Iwt .The strong-realism constraint is equivalent to the following two axioms (as before, � istaken to be an O-formula):(SA-BG) j= INTEND(�) � GOAL(�)(SA-GI) j= GOAL(�) � BEL(�).In other words, even if the agent intends optionally to do an action, he should have agoal that optionally he is going to do the action, and also believe that he will optionallydo it. Thus the intention-goal, goal-belief, and intention-belief incompleteness principlesare not satis�ed. However, as we have shown previously [Rao and George�, 1991], none ofthe side-e�ect problems arise with this semantic constraint. This is because there are goal-accessible worlds that are not belief-accessible and there are intention-accessible worlds thatare not goal-accessible. Also, none of the transference problems arise for the same reasons.We refer to this Branching-Time Intention Logic with the above strong realism axioms andother axioms given elsewhere [Rao and George�, 1991] as the BRITIL-S-BGI system. Someof the properties of BRITIL-S-BGI are summarised in Figure 4.The weak-realism constraint (WC) (between belief and goal-accessible worlds) states thatthere is at least one belief-accessible world such that there exists a goal-accessible world that9



is a sub-world of this belief-accessible world. A similar constraint holds between goal andintention-accessible worlds, and belief and intention-accessible worlds.(WC-BG) 9w0 2 Bwt such that 9w00 2 Gwt and w00 v w0 (denoted by Bwt \super Gwt 6= ;)(WC-GI) Gwt \super Iwt 6= ;(WC-BI) Bwt \super Iwt 6= ;.The weak-realism axioms for branching-time intention logic are the same as the weak-realism axioms for linear-time intention logic.We can show that the strong-realism axioms imply the weak-realism axioms but not viceversa. With the semantic constraint of weak-realism we can satisfy the asymmetry thesis andalso avoid the side-e�ect and transference problems. We shall refer to this branching-timeintention logic with the above weak-realism constraints and axioms as the BRITIL-W-BGIsystem. The properties of this system are summarised in Figure 4.Logic ICN Principle ICM Principle SE3 Principle NT PrincipleBG GI BI BG GI BI BG GI BI BG GI BIBRITIL-S-BGI Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y Y Y YBRITIL-W-BGI Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y YFigure 4: Principles satis�ed by Branching-Time Logics6 ConclusionBratman [1987] and others [Bratman et al., 1988; Cohen and Levesque, 1990] have statedcertain properties that are desirable for the design of rational agents. This paper formal-izes some of these properties and examines di�erent logics that satisfy some or all of theseproperties.The primary contribution of this paper is in de�ning the semantic constraint of weak-realism that has all the desirable properties for both linear-time and branching-time intentionlogics. Replacing the realism constraint in Cohen and Levesque's logic with the weak-realismconstraint allows us to avoid all cases of intention-belief side-e�ect problems without appeal-ing to changing beliefs or goals, which was one of the main criticisms of the formalism byAllen [1990]. However, if intentions are modeled as independent entities, the intention-goalside-e�ect problem is also avoided. This problem remains in a formalism that treats inten-tions as being de�nable in terms of beliefs and persistent goals.We have also shown how the strong-realism constraints used in our branching-time inten-tion logic [Rao and George�, 1991] can be weakened to satisfy additional properties; namely,the incompleteness principles. 10
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